
Last time we learned how to create a POV-Ray render by starting with an LDraw file created in any editor, opening it in LDView, 
and exporting to POV-Ray. We also learned how to tell LDView to automatically use the LGEO library of POV-Ray parts to create 
better looking renders. Once this has all been set up per the last tutorial, all of it works without too much intervention on the part 
of the user. Open, export, open, render. If we want to advance further from here though, we’re going to have to do some things 
manually and that means understanding what is actually inside the POV-Ray file. Let’s start with that very simple file we created 
last time containing a single red brick. If you don’t have that file, just export anything from LDView to get started.

The first thing you will notice is that there are multiple colors on the screen. Each color represent something specific in POV-Ray, 
so we’ll talk about each separately.
 
Green is reserved for comments. POV-Ray totally ignores comments, so they are only there to help you, the user. LDView does 
a pretty good job of commenting its output to tell you what it is doing, and it is a good idea to create comments for yourself when 
you change the file so you can keep track of what is going on. This example file is quite simple and occupies only a couple of 
screens, but if you get thousands of parts your file will be many Mb of raw text and it can be pretty hard to find anything if you 
haven’t commented it properly.
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There are two ways to designate a comment line in POV-Ray. The most common way is simply to put two backslashes at the 
beginning of the line. Go ahead and try it. Type two slashes at the beginning of a line and you will see it turn green in the editor. 
Sometimes you may want to make a large block into a comment. For example, you might have two different lighting sets or two 
different cameras, and you can “comment out” one or the other to disable them. To turn multiple lines into a comment, you put /* 
at the beginning and */ at the end. You can span as many rows as you like, even the entire file. Try it out.
 
Purple text is used for commands. There are hundreds of different commands in POV-Ray, but you’ll only be using a small 
number of them. You can see a sample of those used by the LDView export in the file.
 
Blue text is used for values. For example, this could be coordinates or any other kind of number.
 
Red text is used for operators such as +, -, * and so forth. You can use it to do math inside your file. This becomes really 
important when you are programming animations, for example. Red is also used for filenames if you call external files, which 
you’ll do a lot.
 
Finally, black text is for everything else but this mostly amounts to variable names.
 
Now let’s start at the beginning of the file and see what’s in there. The first few rows are comments from LDView just telling you 
that this file is from LDView and crediting Travis Cobbs for all his excellent work writing the program.
 
First comes some variable definition.
The six variables here can be used to change the behavior of the render.

· The first variable, LDXQual, changes the overall quality of the render. If you put a 0 in here your parts will be replaced with 
simple rectangles which will allow you to do a render very quickly and check that the camera angles and lighting are correct. 
If you put a 1 in here you get real parts, but light is not refracted through transparent parts which takes a long time. 2 is the 
standard setting. Finally, 3 turns on the stud logos which means a tiny LEGO® logo is represented on every stud. Stud logos add 
a lot of detail to your model but of course this comes at the expense of memory and processing time.

· Next is LDXSW which controls a seam width. This is a way of adding a little bit of space between parts so that they do not all 
look perfectly flush which is what you will get by default using LDraw geometry. A value of 0.5 (this means ½ of an LDraw unit) 
works really well here. One caveat is that if your model has stickers this will make them disappear because stickers are less than 
0.5 LDU thick! It took me a long time to figure out why that was happening.

· LDXStuds turns all the studs on or off. I would never shut this off. The whole point of doing a render is to have it look real and 
LEGO without studs it just doesn’t. The only time I have ever shut this off is when I did a render so big (over a million parts) that 
you couldn’t see the studs anyway and shutting them off decreased the memory requirements massively.

· LDXRefls turns reflections on and off. See above. I always leave them on.

· LDXShads is for shadows. Same as above.

· Finally, LDXFloor turns a floor on and off. Note that LDView assumes that your model is built with -y as the up direction which 
is what MLCAD uses. To place the floor, it therefore finds the most positive y value in the model and creates an XZ plane at that 
location. You may or may not want to see this, and even if you want it, this may not be where you want it. Of course, it can be 
moved and the behavior of it can be changed.
 
After that is a section called Model Bounds. This defines the maximum extent of the model in x, y, and z. You may not see the 
point of this, but the availability of these variables is amazingly useful later. The maximum extents also allows the center to be 
calculated. There is also a radius which assumes the rectangular prism mapped by the other values is a sphere. This is used to 
place the camera and lights.
 
Next comes the section which defines some variables used by the camera. These include the position of the camera, the 
direction it is pointing, and a definition of which way is up. These are LDXCameraLoc, LDXCameraLookAt, and LDXCameraSky.
 
Next come a whole lot of other variable definitions. I won’t go through every one in detail, but they include the position of the floor, 
the color of the floor, some properties of the floor, some variables used to define colors, and the background color. In general, 
we aren’t going to mess with these, but of course anything can be changed. One thing to note here is that colors are defined as 
percentages of red, green, and blue. So each part of the RGB value can be between 0 and 1. If you are converting from another 
system like hexadecimal in which full color is FF or 255, you’ll have to do some math to make them percentages instead.
 
Now the camera itself is defined. There are lots of kinds of cameras in POV-Ray, but the default camera from LDView will always 
be a perspective camera. If you want to use any of the other specialty types (like fisheye), you will have define them yourself. The 
parameters for the camera come from the variables defined above. These, in turn, came from however you had the view set up in 
LDView. The camera simply matches what you saw in LDView. One thing to be careful of here is LDXCamAspect which defines 
the aspect ratio. This will be based on the shape of your window in LDView. When you render the image, you need to use this 
same aspect ratio or your render will be skewed. You do not need to match the pixel values, only the ratio. It is good idea to make 
sure your window in LDView is a standard ratio like 4:3 or 16:9 before exporting in the first place.
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Now the lights are defined. The default lights are 3 white point lights. This section, more than any other, is what we will be 
changing later to make the scene more realistic. You can see that the lights are arranged using a latitude and longitude concept. 
Each light has a position and a color. The color is defined as a vector with RGB values. rgb <1,1,1> is white.
 
Next comes a bunch of math which defines a subroutine used to make the seams between the parts. You definitely don’t want to 
mess with this.
 
Next the background color is defined. This is also white by default. You can shut off the background entirely by commenting out 
this line.
 
POV-Ray files don’t usually contain all the required information right in the file. Instead they call other files called “include” files. 
A large POV-Ray file may calls hundreds or even thousands of other files. This keeps the size of your file relatively small, but 
you need to keep in mind when planning for memory requirements that everything needs to be in memory when you render. 
Sometimes it is useful to open some of these files just to understand how much work POV-Ray is really doing.
 
The first two include files that are loaded are related to the LGEO library. lg_defs contains the definition of many variables used 
by LGEO parts files. This includes things like the size of a stud, what the logo looks like, the width of a plate, and hundreds of 
other things. Go ahead and take a look at it. Just right click on the red title of the include file and you can open it. lg_color is no 
mystery. It defines the colors used by LGEO. There are a surprisingly large number of LEGO colors!
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Next are some color definitions. You’ll only find definitions for the colors you used. In this case, that is just red. So why is light 
gray there? The top level assembly is always considered light gray, so this will always be there. If you open the lg_colors file, you 
will see that the colors are defined not only with a color, but with some other surface properties like reflectivity. We will also end 
up making a lot changes here in later tutorials.
 
Finally it is time for the actual parts. In this case, we have only a single part: a 2x4 brick. This part has been replaced with an 
LGEO part, lg_3001. So all POV-Ray needs to do is call the lg_3001.inc include file. Again, if you right click on that text you can 
open that file. In the next page you can see how amazingly complicated that single part is!
 
This will start to give you an appreciation for the work POV-Ray is doing for you. Remember that this is only the definition of one 
type of part, and you may have hundreds of types of parts in your model.
 
Some parts do not have an LGEO substitute. In those cases, you will see a large part definition right here within the main POV-
Ray file generated by LDView. This definition may span hundreds of pages for a complex part like a curved Technic panel or a 
Fabuland head.
 
Our scene only included one part include file, but a larger model may include many. Each is only included once, but there may be 
many instances of that part called when your model is assembled. That’s what we find next in our file. Now that POV-Ray knows 
what a lg_3001 part looks like, we can place some bricks in space. This is the section that starts with “object”. Here, an object is 
created in space from lg_3001. The most important line is this one:
 
matrix <1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0>
 
Remember when we learned a little about transformation matrices in the last lesson? The first nine digits here are the rotation 
in the x, y, and z planes right out of our LDraw file. The next 3 are the position in space, in this case 0,0,0. This is a very simple 
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example, but this term can get really complicated. There may be cases in which you want to manually move or rotate a part by 
changing these values.
 
Next you can see that the color red is assigned to this part (LDXColor 4). Again, it is nice to be able to change these colors 
manually by knowing where to look.
 
If we had a larger model made from submodels, we’d see each submodel defined as a “union” or a combination of parts, and 
then those submodels would be joined with a larger union at the end. The last object in the file before the floor is always the top 
level assembly. In this case, that assembly is just our one brick. You can see what I told you earlier how this top assembly is 
defined as light gray (LDXColor 7). This doesn’t mean anything. The parts already have a color and this will not overwrite them. 
Only part colors are important, not assembly colors.
 
The very last thing that is defined is the floor, and it uses the variables from the beginning of the file. Again, we’ll be making 
changes to this later.
 
It may seem like most of the file was “overhead” defining variables and cameras and lights, but not much model. That is true for 
such a small model of a single part. When you get a big model, you’ll find
 
Having now been through a file, you should have a basic understanding of what it all means. This is a small file that is relatively 
easy to follow. Now I encourage you to just try changing everything and see what happens. Change each variable one at a time 
and observe the effect. This is the best way to learn what they do. Next time I’ll teach you how to change some of the most 
important variables and definitions to improve the quality of your renders.
#


